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Abstract
Sendangmulyo housing is one of the social housings for middle-income community in Semarang City built by
the Indonesian National Housing Authority (PERUMNAS) in 1994. It was built based on the PERUMNAS
social housing policy to provide houses for middle-income communities with affordable prices. However,
Sendangmulyo inhabitants have limited fund for preservation of the environment. The limitation has caused
environmental degradation, i.e., damage roads in several locations, poorly maintained drainage, poor water
quality, and inadequate residential facilities. Based on this condition, this research aims to measure the
satisfaction level of the residents in Sendangmulyo Housing and the implications for better social housing policy
in the future. The results of this research show that the average level of residents’ satisfaction is satisfying, with
satisfaction index score of 58.1%. The high satisfaction level is influenced by the quality of community relations
with an index of 73.4%, and the low one is influenced by the quality of the environment facilities with an index
of 49.8%. The high quality of community relations is caused by the good neighborly relations and social
activities that still exist in the neighborhood. It has become a major factor for the social housing residents to stay
and survive in the neighborhood.
Keywords: residents’ satisfaction, social housing, social interactions
1. Introduction
Urban population is increasing due to urbanization that has caused higher needs for housing. However, the
supply of land is becoming more limited. This condition has caused the increasing prices of houses built by the
private sector. The prices are too expensive and unaffordable for low and middle-income communities. Therefore
comes the concept of social housing by the government for low and middle-income communities. Housing for
low and middle-income communities is the result of a complex process, in which consideration of the needs,
limitations, and ability is important. The term of social housing has emerged since the early 20th century as a
movement of social emancipation of the workers in Europe. Social housing is a non-profit procurement for
houses, and it rests on two main pillars of state intervention and community empowerment.
In Indonesia, the social housing is provided by PERUMNAS (Indonesian National Housing Authority) through
the policy of small type and affordable price houses. PERUMNAS has provided houses for low and
middle-income people through the construction of large-scale social housing in Semarang City. Semarang City is
important for the PERUMNAS because its population is more than 1.5 million people (Semarang Statistics
Centre, 2013). That is why, PERUMNAS has built social housings in the suburbs of Semarang City, and one of
them is Sendangmulyo Housing.
However, the existence of social housing cannot be separated from environmental problems. On the other hand,
as a formal and planned housing, Sendangmulyo, which has been built for 20 years, has a slow or stagnant
development if compared with Banyumanik and Tlogosari Housing, another social housing built by
PERUMNAS in a Semarang suburb (Yuliastuti & Said, 2013). It is most probably because Sendangmulyo has
many environmental problems such as lack of facilities and poorly maintained infrastructure. As a mass built
housing, the condition of Sendangmulyo cannot be separated from the problems of environmental degradation
(Yuliastuti & Said, 2013). It can be seen from the number of damage roads in several locations, poorly
maintained drainage, poor water quality, and inadequate residential facilities. In addition, Sendangmulyo also has
5.5% of unoccupied houses and 14.5% of undeveloped and untreated plots.
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Therefore, it is necessary to know the residents’ satisfaction based on housing policy implementation that has
been set. The aim of this study is twofold: (1) to measure the residents’ satisfaction with the Sendangmulyo
social housing and (2) to discuss the implications for better social housing policy in the future. The object of this
research is Sendangmulyo housing located in Sendangmulyo Sub-district, Tembalang District of Semarang City.
This research used a quantitative approach.
This paper is organized into six parts. Following this introduction, part two is about social housing policy by
PERUMNAS. Part three is about the literature review and concept of housing satisfaction, and part four is about
methods in this study. Part five presents and discusses the findings, and finally part six concludes.
Sendangmulyo: An Overview
Sendangmulyo social housing was built by PERUMNAS in 1994 with 2,081 houses. PERUMNAS has built a
modest housing with the 21, 36 and 45 house types, equipped with facilities and infrastructure. Sendangmulyo
has a distance of about 4.5 kilometers to the Tembalang District Office and 11 kilometers to the Central
Bussiness District (CBD) of Semarang. Sendangmulyo has 537.493 square meters / 53.75 hectares or about 13%
of the Sendangmulyo Sub-district area. The neighborhood comprises six blocks of residential areas called
“Rukun Warga” (RW). RW is a block in a residential area that its formation is defined by the Sub-district’s
government through local community meetings. As a community institution, an RW comprises smaller
neighborhood institutions called “Rukun Tetangga” (RT), which is a group of several neighboring households.
Sendangmulyo housing consists of six RWs called RW 15, RW 19, RW 20 RW 21, RW 22, and RW 24 (see
Figure 1).

RW 24

RW 22

RW 15
RW 21
RW 20
Legend

RW 19

Figure 1.Siteplan of Sendangmulyo’s housing
2. Social Housing Policy by PERUMNAS
In the formal sector, the government is the main actor in the Indonesian housing development. In 1974, the
government through the PERUMNAS (Indonesian National Housing Authority) has provided mass housing
development that aims to meet the housing needs of the people. According to Panuju (1999) PERUMNAS is
responsible for the housing procurement, starting from the land acquisition, site and construction plans,
preparation of the land, to the implementation of development plans and the maintenance of physical
environment. PERUMNAS, along with Bank Tabungan Negara, has been tasked to deliver mortgage (Kredit
Kepemilikan Rumah/KPR), which is subsidized by the government to help the low and middle-income
communities.
Although the social housing is more concerned on obtaining an affordable price for the low and middle-income
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people, the houses should meet the standards set by the government. Indonesia has set the standard of house
space as nine square meters/person (Table 1).
Table 1. Minimum standards of healthy house (KPR-BTN)
No
1

2

3

Minimum width

Minimum area

Ceiling/Plafond

(meters)

(meters)

height (meters)

Main bedroom

3

9

+2.40

Children bedroom

2

6

+2.40

Lounge & dining room

3

12

+2.40

 Join

2.5

7.5

+2.40

1.5

3

+2.40

 Square

1.5

2.25

+ 2.00

 lengthwise

1

2.70

+ 2.00

Separated

1

 Bathroom

1

2.10

+ 2.00

1.40

+ 2.00

Space used

 Separated
Kitchen
Bathroom

4

 Water Closet
Source : KPR-BTN, 2007
3. Concept of Resident’s Satisfaction in Social Housing

A house is a place that helps to meet the basic physiological needs and helps people to survive (Hablemitoglu et
al., 2010). Turner (1976) states that a house must be associated with the persons who occupy it. The house, as
Turner continues, cannot only be seen in terms of the physical, but also relates to the process of developing, and
socio-economic mobility of, its inhabitants. Housing is defined as a social, psychological and emotional entity,
and is considered as a tool for individuals to settle, with the family and maintain their presence throughout the
generations (Erzen, 2006).
The quality of the residential environment is the present value of the measured and unmeasured attributes of
housing units and the environment, including the relationships of neighborhood and community in it (Ha and
Margaret, 1991). According to Catanese (1979), assessments of the environmental quality of residential housing
should include several things. These are the quality of the physical environment, the quality and completeness of
the system of municipal services, and the presence of anti-social behaviors that are not too serious, such as crime,
vandalism, or similar disorders. In addition, residential environment is also affected by several factors that can
determine the quality of it. These are, among others, service facilities, equipment and tools that can support the
physical, mental, and social well-being of individuals and families (Mukono, 2000).
Francescato et al. (1979) defines satisfaction as a person's emotional response to a residential dwelling, the
positive or negative feelings of the occupants in their residence. Housing satisfaction is a concept used to
evaluate the perceptions and feelings of the people about their homes and neighborhoods (Ogu, 2002).
Households assess their housing conditions based on the actual situation, and they tend to express high levels of
satisfaction with the housing when the housing situation meets the highest standards of comfort living
(Teck-Hong, 2011). In addition, housing satisfaction is also used to measure the difference between the actual
housing environment and the expected environmental situations (Galster and Hesser, 1981).
4. Methods
This research has used a quantitative approach. According to Sarwono (2011: 17) quantitative approach is an
approach that emphasizes the importance of the variables as research objects and variables must be defined in
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terms of the operationalization of each variable.These variables are measured with the instrument so that the data
consists of numbers that can be analyzed by statistical procedures. A quantitative research has a coherent
structure that is the introduction, literature review, methods of research, discussion, and conclusion. Data
collection techniques in this research are divided into two ways. They are the collections of secondary data and
primary data. Primary data was collected through questionnaires, field observation, and interviews. Secondary
data was collected from the literature and data from several agencies. The sampling technique is simple random
sampling. The respondents are 100 households. The questionnaires were distributed proportionally based on the
number of households as seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Total sample from total population
Name of RW

Number of Households

Total Sample

RW 15

320

18

RW 19

336

18

RW 20

301

16

RW 21

508

28

RW 22

161

9

RW 24

202

11

Total

1828

100

Method of analysis in this research is descriptive statistics with the analysis of Likert Scale. Variables in this
analysis are residents' satisfaction with the quality of the house, the quality of infrastructure, the quality of
facilities, and the quality of community relations. The valuation of each variable will result in the value of the
benchmark index that represents the quality of the variables. The range of the residents’ satisfaction index is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Residents satisfaction index
Range of Satisfaction Index (%)

Level of Satisfaction

Category

20-34

Very Dissatisfied

Very Low

35-49

Less Satisfied

Low

50-64

Quite Satisfied

Medium

65-79

Satisfied

High

≥ 80

Very Satisfied

Very High

Source :Ogu, 2002
5. Findings and Discussion
5.1 Characteristics of Social Housing Residents
Sendangmulyo is a social housing built for the low and middle-income community in Semarang. The residents’
livelihood is heterogeneous dominated by private employees (58%). The other kinds are civil servants (20%), the
informal sector (10%) and retired persons (12%) (as seen in Table 4). People who have the jobs in the informal
sector are due to their low educational level. It is indicated by the presence of 54% people who graduated from
senior high schools only. The residents of Sendangmulyo have an income between IDR 1,200,000 - 2,500,000
per month, so it can be categorized as a low-income community (see Table 3). The average members of the
family are four people, so the income is still, most probably, lacks in sufficing the family needs. The income can
only be used for everyday purposes, and there is no money left to repair the house. In general, the houses are in
bad condition due to the minimum budget to repair and renovate the houses.
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Table 4. Household Characteristics
Socio-economic characteristics

Number

Percentage(%)

Education of the household head
Primary School

6

6

Junior High School

8

8

Senior High School

54

54

University Degree and above

32

32

Retired

12

12

Civil servants

20

20

Private Employees

58

58

Informal Sector

10

10

<IDR 1,200,000

28

28

IDR 1,200,001 - 2,500,000

39

39

IDR 2,500,001 – 5,.000,000

27

27

>IDR 5,000,000

6

6

2

2

2

3

12

12

4

46

46

5

32

32

>5

8

8

Owned

85

85

Rented

15

15

< 5 years

18

18

5-10 years

24

24

10-15 years

40

40

>15 years

18

18

Employment of the household head

Income

Number of family members

Status of dwelling ownership

Length of stay

5.2 Satisfaction in Quality of House
Sendangmulyo has various types of houses so that people can buy houses that suit their financial abilities. Each
type has a specific characteristic in terms of the location, plot area, number of bedrooms, and also the shape of
the house. At first, every house had enough yard. However, after being occupied, each family has renovated the
house, mostly to add more rooms, so the building coverage has increased. The types of house in Sendangmulyo
can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 22. 21-house typpes
mong the housee types, as shoown above, aree the plot and house areas. T
The house area
as for
The main differences am
T
are 211 square meterrs, 36 square m
meters, and 45 square meterss respectively. Each
-Type-21, Type-36 and Type-45
type of hoouse has a plott area, of 60 ssquare meters for Type-21, 884 square metters for Type-336, and 180 sq
quare
meters forr Type-45. Most of these houuses are built uusing concretee block buildinng materials annd asbestos ro
oof to
reduce thee cost of housee construction. The small sizze of the plots has resulted inn not all housee in Sendangm
mulyo
has enoughh yard. The annalysis showedd that 56% of ppeople have noot had a yard aagain. For exam
mple, many ho
ouses
of the smaall size type (21 square meters) are only caapable of beingg used to stay by the occupaants with no ya
ard at
all to put thhe vehicles.
100.00%
80.0
0%

63.2%
60.0
0%

49.2%

46.8%

47.2%

yard

plots

40.0
0%
20.0
0%
house typees construction

faction of house’s quality
Fiigure 3. Satisfa
The level oof satisfaction with the qualiity of the housse is, on averagge, quite satisffied with the saatisfaction index of
51.6% (Taable 6). The highest
h
share oof the index iss from the sattisfaction withh the house tyypes (63.2%) while
w
satisfactionn with the quuality of the yyard is the low
west share, 46.8% (see Figuure 3). The saatisfaction with
h the
quality of the yard has a small value bbecause many occupants havve expanded thhe building coverage so that they
do not havve yards anym
more (Figure 3). The buildiing structure hhas already been stable beccause many of the
houses (773%) have beeen renovatedd while the oothers (27%) are still in the original structure buillt by
PERUMN
NAS.
The somewhat low level of satisfacttion with the quality of thee houses show
ws that the suupply of houses in
Sendangm
mulyo is not fuully matched too the needs off the residents. Houses provvided by PERU
UMNAS have very
small areaas with only tw
wo to three roooms availablle whereas thee average num
mber of families are four to
o five
people. Faamilies with many
m
children feel the bedrrooms are not enough. Theyy have to renoovate the house to
increase thhe number of rooms
r
either hoorizontally or vvertically.
In additionn, there are alsso many housees that have beeen left empty,, unoccupied aand damaged, which reached
d 114
units or 5.5% of the totaal houses in thee Sendangmullyo. This high rate of unoccuupied houses sshows that man
ny of
the residennts are still lesss satisfied wiith the quality of their housees, so that theey chose to moove to other places
with betterr conditions.
5.3 Satisfaaction in Qualiity of Infrastruucture
The roads in Sendangmuulyo are in varrious width, i.e. 2 meters, 4 meters, 6 metters, and 8 meters. Generally
y, the
conditionss of the roads are quite goodd because theyy are made off paving blockks. However, tthere are small and
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damage rooads in severall locations. Sm
mall roads (2 m
meters) are theere in the Type-21 blocks (F
Figure 4) while the
wider roadds are in the Tyype-36- and Tyype-45- blockss.

Figure 4. 2 m
meters roads at RW 21
The drainaage in Sendanngmulyo housiing consists off two types: oopen drainage and closed drainage. The cllosed
drainage is applied to thhe major roads, especially inn the shoppinng area of Bukkit Bougenvillee Road while open
drainage iss for the pathw
ways and neighhborhood roadds. The domesttic waste in Sendangmulyo is transported to
t the
waste dispposal sites rouutinely. It is doone by the offficers who aree paid throughh the monthly social fund by
y the
neighborhoood institutionn (RT). There aare also two laandfills in Senndangmulyo that serve the w
waste from resid
dents
in RW 21 and RW 19. Meanwhile,
M
clean water in Seendangmulyo iis supplied by the City’s Cleaan Water Com
mpany
(PDAM). However, the water qualityy is poor becauuse it contains a lot of calccium so that ppeople have to
o buy
drinking w
water for their daily
d
cooking.
100.0%
80.0%
60.0%

71.6%
599.2%

78.4%
67.6%

54.0%

53..2%
42..4%
33.6%

40.0%
20.0%

F
Figure
5. Satisffaction of the qquality of envirronmental infrrastructure
In the quaality of infrasttructure, the leevel of residennts’ satisfaction is quite satiisfied with 57.6% of satisfaction
index (Tabble 6). From all
a the indicators, the wastee managementt service sharees the highest (78.4%) while the
lowest shaare is from the pedestrian patthway, with thee index value oof 33.6% (see Figure 5). Thee indicator of waste
w
managemeent services haas a high valuue because of S
Sendangmulyoo has a good w
waste managem
ment. It is bec
cause
there are two temporaary landfills aand the wastee from the reesidents has bbeen transportted routinely. The
satisfactionn of the pedesttrian quality iss low because tthere are no peedestrian pathw
ways in Sendanngmulyo.
5.4 Satisfaaction in Qualiity of Facilitiess
Worship faacilities in Senndangmulyo H
Housing are com
mplete. There are thirteen sm
mall mosques sscattered in each of
the neighbborhood units. Also, there is a big mosque, Jami 'Al-Qodar, which becoomes the primaary worship facility
for the M
Moslem comm
munity in Seendangmulyo (see Figure 6). Meanwhhile, the shoppping facilitie
es in
Sendangm
mulyo consist of small sshops, stores, and a tem
mporary markketplace (“Passar Krempyeng”).
Sendangm
mulyo also hass medical facilities such as clinics, generral practitioners, midwives, and a commu
unity
health caree (POSYANDU
U).
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(b)

(aa)

Figure 6. (aa) Mosque at R
RT 6 RW 15; (bb) Playgroup aand Kindergartten at RT 12 R
RW 21
mmunity halls are there, onee in RW 19 annd the other onne in RW 21. Every hall is well
However, only two com
munity for social activities. A
Also, Sendangm
mulyo only haas limited faciilities
utilized byy the respondinng RW comm
for early eeducation. Theere are only fivve kindergarteen units and a playgroup scaattered in RW 20 and RW 21.
2 In
addition, S
Sendangmulyoo also has sportts facilities succh as sports fieelds utilizing lland allocated for public faciilities
that has noot been built annd some spacee on the roads. As for securityy facilities, theere is a securityy post in every
y RW
built by thhe responding residents.
r
100.0%

800.4%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%

46.8%

55.2% 544.4%
41.2%

299.6%

50.4%

533.6%

36.0%

20.0%

Figuure 7.Satisfactiion of the qualiity of facilitiess
with the qualitty of facilities is categorizedd less satisfiedd, with an inde
ex of
The level of residents’’ satisfaction w
Table 6). From
m all the relaated indicatorss, the lowest share is from
m the satisfactiion with child
dren's
49.7% (T
playgrounnds while the highest satisfaaction is from the quality of worship faciliities (see Figurre 7). The indicator
of kids’ pplaygrounds has the lowest index (29.6%)) because Senddangmulyo dooes not have ennough playgro
ounds
so that m
many children are
a playing in tthe neighborhoood streets andd yards.
The highhest satisfactionn is there for thhe quality of w
worship facilitiies. It is becauuse, as mentionned, there are many
m
facilities for Moslems to worship sccattered in eveery neighborhhood unit. Meaanwhile, for eeducation facillities,
there aree only facilitiees for early chhildhood educcation (playgrooups) and kinndergartens whhile for elementary
schools, junior high schools,
s
and ssenior high scchools have nnot been available yet. Sim
milarly, for me
edical
facilities there are onlyy available clinnics, doctor, annd midwives w
who work in a mother -childd community health
h
care (PO
OSYANDU). PERUMNAS
P
hhas planned to build a meddical center inn Sendangmullyo, but until now
PERUMN
NAS just onlyy provides landd allocated forr it. As for puublic transport facilities, Senndangmulyo is only
served byy the medium--sized bus withh low frequenccy of service. T
The bus only serves five to eeight times dailly, so
the resideents are less saatisfied with thhe public transpport facility.
5.5 Satisffaction in Quaality of Commuunity Relationss
The quaality of comm
munity relations is measuured throughh four indicaators, i.e. neiighborly relattions,
environm
mental securityy, social activvities, and loocal institutionn. Sendangmuulyo was buillt with small and
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close-to-each-other plots leading to good and tightly community relations. The residents still often gather in
groups around their houses and talk to each other, especially during the afternoon and early evening. The
monthly social activities in every RT make people more familiar, and they can get to know each other. Types of
social activities in Sendangmulyo are diverse and different from each other in every RW. Social activities such
as meetings in the RT, Moslem prayers recitation, mother and child health care, family welfare improvement
(PKK), and other social activities are still there routinely every month. In addition, the existence of the night
patrolling activities also makes the neighborhood units in Sendangmulyo more secure.
100.0%
81.6%

72.8%

80.0%

75.2%
64.0%

60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
neighborly
relations

environmental social activities local institution
security

Figure 8. Community relations quality satisfaction
Table 5. Social Interaction
Social Interaction

Number

Percentage (%)

All of the neighbors

74

74

Almost all of the neighbors

23

23

Half of the neighbors

2

2

Very few of the neighbors

1

1

At least once in a month

2

11.8

At least 2-3 times in a month

1

5.9

At least once in a week

14

82.4

At least once in a month

5

29.4

At least 2-3 times in a month

4

23.5

At least once in a week

8

47.1

Never

1

5.9

Sometimes

2

11.8

Often

14

82.4

Number of persons they know in their neighborhood

Frequencyof visits to neighbors in the same neighborhood

Frequencyof visits to neighbors in the outside of own neighborhood

Discussions with neighbors about environmental issues

The level of residents’ satisfaction with the quality of community relations is high with the satisfaction index of
73.4% (Table 6). Among all the indicators used, the lowest satisfaction index is the indicator of social activities
while the highest index is neighborly relations (see Figure 8). The low value of social activity is probably due to
the decreasing intensity of social activities in this modern area. Social activities such as night patrolling,
environmental cleanings, and sports activities have begun to decrease because of the busyness of each resident.
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The high satisfied level of neighborly relations appears from the number of people who can recognize their
neighbors outside their RTs. The high percentage of people who know many of neighbors over their RTs (74%)
(see Table 5) is potential to create a harmonious environment. It is apparent that the sense of community and
kinship care is still very good. This aspect is an important factor so that the residents will be comfortable to live
at Sendangmulyo Housing. In addition, the active community activities such as environmental cleanliness,
mother and child health care, social gatherings, and Moslem prayers recitation performed routinely on each RT
and RW contribute to good community relations. Neighborly relations and social activities are still very good
because of the performance of the local institutions in Sendangmulyo as perceived by the people as very good.
5.6 Satisfaction in Social Housing
The overall residents’ satisfaction level in Sendangmulyo is measured by synthesizing all indices of the variables
involved. The satisfaction variables are, as discussed previously, the quality of the house, the quality of
infrastructure, the quality of facilities and the quality of community relations.
Table 6. Resident’s satisfaction index in social housing
Variable

Total Score

Satisfaction Index (%)

Category

Quality of houses

258

51.6

Quite satisfied

Quality of infrastructure

288

57.6

Quite satisfied

Quality of facilities

249

49.8

Satisfied

Quality of community relations

367

73.4

Satisfied

Average

290.5

58.1

Quite satisfied

Based on the synthesis done for the overall indices of satisfaction, it has a total score of 290.5 with the index of
58.1%. It means that the level of residents’ satisfaction in Sendangmulyo is quite satisfied. The highest
satisfaction level is the quality of community relations, and the lowest one is the quality of facilities. This overall
satisfaction of the residents of Sendangmulyo can be said as relatively low because the index is less than 60%.
The low satisfaction has an impact on some residents that have started to move to other places for a better living.
It causes many unoccupied houses that are not in a good condition, rented, and have been damaged and poorly
maintained. It is greatly ironic that the social housing like Sendangmulyo built by the PERUMNAS are not fully
occupied while there are many people still cannot live in a livable housing.
Residents assess their housing conditions based on what they feel with the actual situation. They tend to express
high levels of satisfaction with when the housing situation meets the highest standards of comfort living
(Teck-Hong, 2011). It is reasonable then, the somewhat low level of residents’ satisfaction in Sendangmulyo
indicates that the environmental facilities have not fully met the standards of comfort living for the residents. It is
one of the factors contributing to the low public interest to occupy a house in Sendangmulyo. It is apparent from
the number of empty and unoccupied houses that have reached 114 units, besides the 14.5% of undeveloped
plots in Sendangmulyo Housing.
The highest residents’ satisfaction in Sendangmulyo is influenced by the quality of community relations that
until now neighborly relations and harmony among the residents are very good. It becomes an important social
factor in realizing harmonious housing in the future. Although in the present there are still problems in the
environment facilities, either lacking or poorly maintained, and also the problem of poor quality of the house
structure, but many residents remain to stay at their houses in the neighborhood because of this social factor.
5.7 Social Housing Policy In The Future
From the study, it has been found that the implementation of the social housing policy by PERUMNAS based on
the residents' satisfaction is quite satisfied (58.1% satisfaction rate). The residents' satisfaction is supported by
mainly the social factor, i.e. the good community relations. But the residents have low satisfaction with the
quality of the houses and facilities because of inadequate residential facilities provided by the PERUMNAS.
Despite the problems faced, the majority of residents still survive and remain to live in Sendangmulyo due to the
good community relations.
Therefore, this kind of social housing policy should be continued in the future; however, it is necessary to
improve the environmental quality, the quality of infrastructure and facilities, as well as the social quality. The
future of social housing development should also pay attention to affordability, targeting accuracy for
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low-income communities, the accessibility to the place of work and other facilities. With a good neighborhood
environment and equipped with complete infrastructure facilities, the residents will be to stay so that their
tendency to move is minimized.
6. Conclusion
The level of residents' satisfaction in Sendangmulyo is quite satisfied with the index of 58.1% (the median is
60%). The highest level of satisfaction is in the variable of the quality of community relations. Good and tightly
community relations become the major factor of social housing that makes residents able to survive. The lack of
public facilities such as education facilities, medical facilities, marketplaces, and playgrounds in Sendangmulyo
has resulted in the less satisfied category of the quality of facilities. The poor quality of water supply, damaged
roads, improper pedestrians, and poorly maintained drainage have resulted in the quite satisfied category of the
infrastructure quality. The residents’ satisfaction level based on the quality of the house is quite satisfied. It is
because the medium standards of building construction applied by PERUMNAS so that almost every family
should renovate the house to improve their comfort.
It is apparent then that factors affecting the levels of satisfaction in Sendangmulyo are four. They, sequentially
from the most to the least influencing, are the quality of community relations, the quality of environmental
infrastructure, the quality of houses, and the quality of public facilities. That is why, it is necessary to ensure the
minimum standards and the completeness of housing facilities to make a better living for the low-income
communities. By and large, with the house quality limitations and poor infrastructure conditions, the quality of
community relations becomes the major factor in residents' satisfaction to live and survive in the Sendangmulyo
neighborhood. Therefore, environmental factors should be the top priority for consideration in the provision of
social housing in the future. With a good environment and complete infrastructure facilities, the residents will be
satisfied to stay so that their tendency to move are small.
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